
 

 

 

 

 

For a long time, the tag has been the link between your production and your customers. The printed information’s 
clarity, the traceability’s functions, the location in hall or on site, the good performance in time are as many factors 
which condition production, delivery and installation on site. Since 1984, Arma+ has endeavoured to come to your 

expectations while paying attention to technological developments. Our first tags were in cardboard, then we adopted 

Tyvek and finally on the market we introduced Polyester which rules supreme for more than 20 years.  

A+TAG comes in A4 leaf form with pre cutting allowing to get 10, 8 or 6 tags per page. In fact, according to your 

printer you can get 4 different types of tags: 

1. On a classic laser printer in white and black printing, a first side tag on which orders location is provided by 

the half tone printing of a symbol or a letter.  

2. With a laser printer black on white on both sides, the printing useful area is doubled. On the back, you can 

then print your logo, your certification number, more detail on the site, the plan and even an advertising 

message. 

3. With a coloured laser printer, orders location becomes easier. 

4. With a coloured laser printer on both sides, the location and the identifying of your firm is even better.  
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WHAT « A+TAG » OFFERS YOU: 

 

 Printing quality. The good performance in time and face to bad weather is widely improved by the laser 

printing. The reading of characters and drawings is more reliable according to the printing works norms.  

 Operating easiness. With A+TAG you remove all the restricting handlings for changing tags colours when 

ordering. Only one support that you forget in one of your printer’s trays, and the software WAS takes care of 
the location allowing to distinguish your productions. 

 Effectiveness. With A+TAG it’s only one edition medium. Your orders and your stock management are thus 
absolutely simplified, the difficult inventory per colours belongs to the past. 

 Comfort. Laser printers are silent. 

 Result. Laser printers print between 6 and 12 pages per minute, which is 60 to 120 tags per minute. 

 Saving. The price per tag reduces and beyond this the software provided with A+TAG offers a management of 

the breaking between two editions reducing the loss of tags. 

 Rationalization. Dotmatrix printers vanish from catalogues, future belongs to laser printers. One laser printer 

is enough for the tags edition and other works (two trays for paper). Maintenance is simplified. 

 Functionality. In standard, this tag has a traceability section. As you like, this detachable coupon allows you to 

have a physical trace of the component’s loading in the lorry. With the weight on the coupon, it also allows you 
to quickly check your cutting-bending and the assembly with the dispatch tag’s coupon.  

 A better traceability. The location provided by a half tone symbol or a letter 

increases your possibilities, if you add colour then the only limit is your 

imagination.  

 The quality of your service.  The A+TAG solution will allow you to improve the service you offer to your 

customers. For example, on your dispatch tag, you will have the position of the item in the site (vertical, 

horizontal, standard) and a drawing reproducing the MAO diagram. 

 Advertising. This tag’s quality will be the evidence of your excellence for your customers, the back will allowed 

you to pass on advertising or technical messages.  

 The management. With A+TAG we provide you free an appropriate software for a better operating of all the 

functionalities. For example, you will automatically have as a reminder all the symbols of the manufacturing 

sequences being manufactured in your yard, thus managing the duplication.  

 The bar code 2D. The laser definition is compatible with the bar code 2D’s requirements. You can have access 
to the cheapest downloading way for your manufacturing machines. More especially, you can download Arboss 

company’s new electronic bending gauge GEF. 
 The colour printing. The document you have in your hands as well as the tag attached have been produced 

with a Xerox printer. The union of Windows and this printer will open up new possibilities for you: trading 

documents, headed notepaper… 

 Combined with A+Software and its fully open tag printing report, you can use and even customise A+TAG 

layout with our free Report builder. 

 A+Sofware includes a special A4 tag format spool printout with lots of functionalities (colour per day, reduce 

tag wastage, …) this module is rented 80€ per month and comes free with A+TAG. 
 For more than 25 years we have been proposing to our customers a large range of laser tags. Because most 

of our 500 customers buy tags from Arma+ we can produce big volumes and thus offer the best price for 

quality rate of the market. 
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ETIQLAS-10/10 

Graphiplast tags for classical laser printers. 

Tags sold by box of 10 000 tags, price for 1 000 tags. 

10 tags per A4 sheet, dimensions: high = 55.03 mm, width = 104.78 mm with a 10 mm hole. 

 

  

 

In the following example, you will see: 

- Several colours coding tag on the same page. 

- Duplex mode with company logo printed by A+ Software.  
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ETIQLAS-8PP7247 

Graphiplast tags for classical laser printers. 

Tags sold by box of 8 000 tags, price for 1 000 tags. 

8 tags per A4 sheet, dimensions: high = 74.25 mm, width = 104.78 mm with a 8 mm hole. 

 

 

In the following example, you will see: 

- Several colours coding tag, so several possible orders or elements on the same page. 

- Duplex mode with company logo printed by A+ Software.  
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ETIQLAS-6PP7247 

Graphiplast tags for classical laser printers. 

Tags sold by box of 6 000 tags, price for 1 000 tags. 

6 tags per A4 sheet, dimensions: high = 97 mm, width = 110 mm with a 12 mm hole. 

 

In the following example, you will see: 

- Several colours coding tag on the same page. 

- One tag per stirrup, the group of bars for cutting shear on one tag. 

- Duplex mode, with assembly drawing, only one document requested in the yard = this tag. 
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ETIQ-TAL6PP7247 

Graphiplast tags for classical laser printers. 

Tags sold by box of 6 000 tags, price for 1 000 tags. 

6 tags wit tear-off part per A4 sheet, white support, colours and symbol printed by A+ Software. 

Tear-off part for loading control or use of tolerance on dimension. 

Dimension high = 146 mm, width = 110 mm with a 12 mm hole on the top and 4 mm on the tear-off part 

 

 

In the following example, you will see: 

- Several colours coding tag on the same page 

- Dimension with tolerance and cutting length only on production part of the tag 

- Duplex mode, with assembly drawing, only one document requested in the yard = this tag 
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ETIQLAS 8.8 

Graphiplast tags for Lexmark CS820dte printers and classical laser printers. 

8 tags per page, white support, colours and symbols printed by A+Software 

Dimension high = 53 mm, width = 104.78 mm with a 12 mm hole on the top  
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NEW PRICES FOR TAGS 

Prices valid from 01/11/2015 – Can change without notice 

Consult us for updating 

Réference Description Material Sale price 

ETIQLAS-10/10 Graphiplast laser tags for classical laser 

printers. 

 

10 tags per page A4 

 

Tags sold by box of 10 000 tags, price for 1 

000 tags. 

 

Polyester 

7247.136 

24.35 €/1 000 

ETIQLAS-8PP7247 Graphiplast laser tags for classical laser 

printers. 

 

8 tags per page A4 

 

Tags sold by box of 8 000 tags, price for 1 

000 tags. 

 

Polyester 

7247.136 

28.95 € /1 000 

ETIQLAS-6PP7247 Graphiplast laser tags for classical laser 

printers. 

 

6 tags per page A4 

 

Tags sold by box of 6 000 tags, price for 1 000 

tags. 

 

Polyester 

7227.150 

36.83€/1 000 

ETIQ-TAL6PP7247 Graphiplast laser tags for classical laser 

printers. 

 

6 tags per page A4 with tear-off part 

 

Tags sold by box of 6 000 tags, price for 1 000 

tags. 

 

Polyester 

7247.136 

37.93 € /1 000 

ETIQLAS 8/8 Graphiplast laser tags for Lexmark CS820dte 

and clasical laser printers 

 

8 tags per page 

 

Tags sold by box of 1 000 tags, price for 8 000 

tags. 

 

Polyester 

7247.136 

21.98€ /1 000 

Transport charges not included 
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HOW TO CHOOSE YOUR PRINTER FOR A+ TAG 

In order to take full advantages of A+ ETIQ, you first need to carefully choose your printer.  Please, find hereafter some 

information which might be helpful : 

What you need to know : 

 Two technologies are available for A+ ETIQ : Laser printers and Wax printers (solid ink) 

 The Cold technology was advantageous during years but today, Laser technology caught up and even overtook 

Wax technology 

 It is very convenient to use the same printer for all documents such as barlist, DN, tags, quantity report… The 

sorting is then easier. A second tray might be very useful to permanently have available the laser tags as well 

as normal A4 (or other) paper. 

 

Type Model Duplex Price 
Printing 

speed B & W 

Printing speed 

colour 

Laser Color 

 

Lexmark CS820dte 

 

Yes 714 € 47 ppm 47 ppm 
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